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’ INTRODUCTION

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are compounds which
combine the normally mutually exclusive properties of trans-
parency and conductivity. Most highly transparent materials,
such as glass, behave as insulators with high electrical resistiv-
ities of >1010 Ω cm, whereas materials with low resistivities
(10�4�10�7 Ω cm), such as metals, do not transmit visible light.
The combination of both properties in a single material is thus
quite an unusual phenomenon, and TCOs have proved indis-
pensable in the development of optoelectronic devices such as
solar cells, flat panel displays, and light emitting diodes.1�4 At
present, the current industry standard n-type TCO is In2O3:Sn
(ITO) which usually demonstrates conductivities of ∼104 S cm�1

while retaining >90% transparency.5 The overwhelming demand
for ITO, coupled with the low abundance of indium within the
earth’s crust, has made indium an increasingly expensive com-
modity, however, which has led to a large research drive to
replace ITO as the industry standard TCO.6

Rocksalt (RS) structured CdO is an n-type degenerate semi-
conductor which possesses a small indirect band gap (Eg

ind)
of ∼0.84 eV7 and a larger direct band gap (Eg

dir) of ∼2.2 eV.8,9

CdO is a highly nonstoichiometric material and generally
possesses large carrier concentrations (∼1018�1020 cm�3) to-
gether with large electron mobilities in the bulk.10 These high
carrier concentrations generate a pronounced Moss�Burstein
(MB) shift which can considerably extend the optical band gap,
Eg
opt.11 Donor dopants can extend Eg

opt above 3.1 eV, making CdO
suitable for TCO applications. Mobilities of the order of∼200 cm2

V�1 s�1 and conductivities as high as 42 000 S cm�1 have been
reported for doped CdO samples,12 which is an order of magnitude
higher than the typical conductivities of the industry standard
TCOs. Understanding the defect chemistry of CdO is therefore
vital for the development of improved TCOs.

To date, however, there is still uncertainty regarding the nature
of the dominant intrinsic defects in this material. Cd interstitials
(Cdi)

13,4 and oxygen vacancies (VO)
15,16 have both been sug-

gested as the dominant defects in CdO. Similar to other n-type
TCOs,17 hydrogen impurities have also been suggested both
experimentally18 and theoretically19 to act as donors in CdO. A
recent experimental study by King et al. found that intrinsic
defects and H impurities all act as shallow donors in CdO.20 This
finding is intriguing, as in all other n-type TCOs VO acts as a deep
donor, and cation interstitials (while being shallow donors) are
generally too high in energy to contribute heavily toward any
intrinsic conductivity.21,22 This suggests that intrinsic defects
behave differently in CdO compared to the other TCOs. Surpris-
ingly, a full ab initio defect analysis of CdO to clarify this behavior
has not been undertaken thus far.

In this study, we examine the formation of intrinsic defects and
hydrogen impurities in CdO using screened hybrid density func-
tional theory (h-DFT).We demonstate (i) that VO is the dominant
intrinsic defect in CdO, acting as a doubly ionized shallow donor,
(ii) that hydrogen defects also act as shallow donors in CdO and
dominate under Cd-poor/O-rich conditions, (iii) that p-type
conductivity can never be realized in CdO, despite it possessing a
suitably high VBM, and (iv) why largeMB shifts are achievable in
doped CdO.

’RESULTS

The calculated lattice parameters, bond lengths, and electronic
structure data for PBE and h-DFT (PBE and HSE06 functionals;
calculation details in Methods section) calculated CdO are
presented in Table 1. The HSE06 structure is only slightly
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overestimated with respect to the experimental values23 and is
more accurate than standard DFT functionals.24 HSE06 has
previously been shown to be better at accurately predicting the
structure and band gap data of many semiconductors compared
to standard DFT functionals. In fact, it has been shown that
standard DFT functionals are not able to accurately calculate the
band structure features of CdO, even predicting CdO to be a
semimetal,24 and that methods that go beyond GGA/LDA must
be employed.25,26 Both the PBE and the HSE06 calculated band
structure for CdO are shown in Figure 1. The valence band
maximum (VBM) occurs at L, which is slightly higher than the Σ
line (between K and Γ). PBE yields a band structure in which the
CBM comes down below the VBM, indicating a semimetallic
system, which agrees with previous standard DFT results.25,26

From the HSE06 band structure (Figure 1(b)), we obtain
values of 2.18 and 0.89 eV for Eg

dir and Eg
ind, respectively. These

results compare well with recent experimental studies which re-
ported Eg

dir to be 2.209 and 2.16 eV.8 The most recent measure-
ment of the Eg

ind (0.90 eV)27 is also in excellent agreement with
our HSE06 calculated Eg

ind. For an effective TCO material, it is

important that the second conduction band (CBM+ 1) is separated
from the CBMby greater than 3.1 eV.29 This large CBM�CBM+ 1
separation ensures that any donor electrons in the conduction band
are not excited by visible light to the next conduction band and
therefore ensures optical transparency, which is vital for device
performance. Similarly, for p-typeTCOs, absorptionmust not occur
from bands within∼3.1 eV of the VBM to the holes states near the
VBM.30,31 For CdO, the CBM+ 1 is∼15 eV higher than the CBM,
indicating that the conduction band features of CdO are ideal for a
candidate TCO.

Our HSE06 calculated effective mass for the CBM is 0.21 me

and for the VBM is 1.3 me. To the best of our knowledge, the
valence band effective masses have never been measured experi-
mentally; however, our conduction band effectivemass is in good
agreement with the most recent experimental measurements of
the effective mass (0.21 me and 0.24 me).

8,9 The experimental
valence bandwidth of CdO is∼5 eV,28 which agrees well with our
calculated VB width of ∼4.5 eV. Overall, the HSE06 functional
describes the electronic structure features of CdO much better
than standard functionals and yields results in excellent agree-
ment with experiments and also in good agreement with the
results of the computationally intensive, higher-level GW quasi-
particle calculations of Bechstedt and co-workers.32

Defect Energetics and Transition Levels. The defects con-
sidered in this study include n-type VO and Cdi as well as the
p-type oxygen interstitial (Oi) and cadmium vacancy (VCd). In
addition,Hwas incorporated in a number of lattice positions, namely,
hydrogen in an oxygen lattice site (HO) and four different
interstitial positions. The intersitial positions tested were the
perfect interstitial site, anion antibonding sites 1 Å from an O
along the Æ111æ direction (Hi

AB1), the Æ110æ direction (Hi
AB2),

and the bond centered site (HBC, as illustrated in Figure 2.
A plot of formation energy as a function of Fermi-level

position for all intrinsic defects and H-related impurities for both
Cd-rich/O-poor and Cd-poor/O-rich regimes is displayed in
Figure 3. For the intrinsic n-type defects, it is clear that the VO
is the most stable defect under both sets of conditions and will
dominate intrinsic conductivity. The Cdi, which had previously
been suggested as the dominant defect,13,14 is considerably higher in
energy and is unlikely to play a large role in conductivity in CdO.
The low formation energies of theVOunder both growth conditions
can explain the observed nonstoichiometry of CdO samples.10

BothVO and Cdi exist only in the +2 charge state in the band gap,
which is consistent with previous experimental studies which
reported that the source of undoped charge carriers in CdO was
doubly ionized donors.20 Interestingly, CdO represents the only

Table 1. Geometrical and Electronic Structure Data for CdO
Calculated Using GGA-PW91, GGA-PBE, and HSE06 and
Compared to Known Experimentsa

GGA-PW9124
GGA-PBE

(this study)

HSE06

(this study) exptl

a 4.80 4.79 4.72 4.7023

dCd�O � 2.39 2.36 2.3523

volume 110.59 109.90 105.15 103.8223

Eg
dir 0.60 0.61 2.18 2.16�2.208,9

Eg
ind �0.51 �0.51 0.89 0.84�0.9027

VB width ∼4.00 3.94 4.45 ∼5.0028

d states ∼�6.60 �5.7 to�7.4 �6.5 to�8.3 ∼�8.5026

a a is the lattice parameter, measured in Å; dCd�O is the Cd�O bond
length in Å; the volume is measured in Å3; Eg

dir is the direct band gap in
eV; Eg

ind is the indirect band gap in eV; VB width is the width of the main
valence band in eV; and d states is the position of the Cd d states relative
to the VBM at 0 eV and is measured in eV.

Figure 1. (a) PBE and (b) HSE06 calculated band structure for CdO.
The VBM is set to 0 eV in both cases and is denoted by a horizontal
dashed black line. Green and red bands denote valence and conduction
bands, respectively. Note how the PBE calculated conduction band
comes down below the VBM, indicating a semimetallic system.

Figure 2. Positions of hydrogen intersitials in CdO: diagonal (Hi
AB1),

facial hydrogen (Hi
AB2), and bond centered hydrogen (HBC). Cd, O, and

H are denoted by gray, red, and yellow spheres, respectively.
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wide band gap n-type TCO in which VO acts as a shallow donor.
In ZnO,21 SnO2,

22 Ga2O3,
33 and In2O3,

34 VO has been found to
be a deep donor, with “undoped” conductivity thought to arise
from the presence of adventitious hydrogen.17,22,35,36

The lowest energy H impurity in CdO under Cd-rich/O-poor
conditions is HO, which is slightly more stable than Hi

AB1, with
both defects being lower in energy than VO as the Fermi level is
raised to the CBM and beyond. Both H on the perfect interstitial
site and Hi

AB2 were found to relax to the Hi
AB1 position. Under

Cd-poor/O-rich conditions, Hi
AB1 is the most stable defect con-

sidered and will dominate conductivity. The H defects are all in
the +1 charge state in the gap, indicating that H behaves
exclusively as a shallow donor in CdO. Shallow donor behavior
of Hi and HO has been noted previously for other wide band gap
n-type oxides.17,22,35�38 Our results agree closely with those of
King et al. who found that native defects and hydrogen impurities
both act as shallow donors in CdO samples.20

p-Type CdO? Recent valence band alignments for wide band
gap oxides have indicated that the VBM of CdO is quite high
compared to the other wide band gap TCOs.39,40 By the doping
limit rules,41 this indicates that the VBM of CdO lies in the
“p-dopable range” and indicates the possibility of CdO being a
bipolar material, which would be very much sought after for the
development of functional TCO p�n junctions. To the best of
our knowledge, however, no reports of p-type CdO have ever
been published. To investigate the possibility of p-type CdO, we
now analyze the formation of Oi and VCd. We started our Oi

calculations with the O positioned on the perfect interstitial site;
however, the O moved toward one of the lattice oxygens,
displacing it from its lattice site and forming a peroxide (O�O
dumbell-like) species, as shown in Figure 4, which we will now
denote as Oi

per. This type of behavior has also been noted for
ZnO,42,43 Al2O3,

44 and SnO2.
45,46 It is instructive to note that the

structure of Oi
per is very similar to the structure of the anions in

CdO2, which has an RS-like structure with peroxide anions, O2
2�, on

the regular RS anion sites.47 Our calculations reveal that this Oi
per is

the most stable p-type defect under both growth conditions;
however, it is higher in energy than the lowest n-type defects under
both sets of conditions. Both Cdi and the Oi

per exist only in the
neutral charge state over the range of the band gap, under both sets
of conditions, indicating that they will not act as effective acceptors
in this system. These findings explain why p-type CdO samples are
never reported, despite it possessing a relatively high VBM.

Doping Limits. Under both sets of growth conditions, com-
pensation by p-type defects is not expected to occur until well
above the CBM, as indicated by the vertical dotted line in
Figure 3(a) and (b). This limit can be taken as an approximation
of the Fermi level stabilization energy, Eg

FS, which is the Fermi
level at which the formation energy of donor defects and acceptor
defects is equal.48 The definition of Eg

FS is based on the amphoteric
defect model proposed by Walukiewicz48 and means that for Fermi
levels above (below) Eg

FS acceptor (donor) defects are favored.49

Our computed transition levels only represent a first approximation
to the doping limits, as they ignore the effects of band gap renor-
malization, changes to the parabolicity of theCBMas the number of
charge carriers increases,50 and the effect of electron accumulation
layers on the band gap.51 Nevertheless, the results can be used to
rationalize the doping behavior seen experimentally. Taking the
Cd-poor/O-rich conditions, our predicted maximum Fermi level

Figure 4. Converged structure of an oxygen peroxide, Oi
per, in the CdO

lattice. The two blue spheres denote the O�O dumbell.

Figure 5. Schematic band structure highlighting the Fermi level stabi-
lization energy, Eg

FS, the Moss�Burnstein shift, Eg
MB, and the optical

band gap, Eg
opt, for defective CdO. The green shaded areas indicate

occupation by electrons. The VBM is set to 0 eV.

Figure 3. Formation energies for intrinsic and hydrogen defects under
(a) Cd-rich/O-poor conditions and (b) Cd-poor/O-rich conditions.
The solid dots represent the transition levels ε(q/q0). The black dashed
line indicates the position of the conduction band maximum (CBM),
with the purple vertical dotted line representing the maximum achiev-
able Fermi level before compensation occurs.
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position above the VBM before compensation can occur is 2.15 eV
(also indicated by Eg

FS in Figure 5), which implies a maximum
Moss�Burstein shift (Eg

MB) of the order of 1.26 eV. Similarly for Cd-
rich/O-poor, we obtain an Eg

MB of 1.43 eV, with the true MB shift
expected to lie in between the two extremes. These values are in good
agreement with the Fermi level positions reported by Piper et al.
(∼1.15 and∼1.30 eV),52,53 and Speaks et al. (∼1.00 eV).49 This in
turn implies optical band gaps, Eg

opt, of between∼3.44 and∼3.61 eV.
Experimentally, donor doping of CdO has produced widespread
optical band gaps,11,54,55 ranging from the direct band gap of 2.18 eV
to the highest reported band gap of 3.38 eV for CdO:Sc.55

Using our calculated maximum Moss�Burstein shift and our
calculated effective mass of the CBM, we can estimate the number
of charge carriers in doped CdO from free electron theory using

EBM ¼ p2

2m� ð3π
2neÞ2=3 ð1Þ

wherem* is derived from the valence and conduction band effective
masses,mV andmC according to (1/m*) = (1/mC) + (1/mV), and
ne is the electron carrier concentration. On the basis of our
approximate model, this analysis predicts the maximum carrier
concentration to be ∼4.34 � 1020 and ∼5.25 � 1020 cm�3 for
Cd-poor/O-rich and Cd-rich/O-poor conditions, respectively,
before compensation by p-type defects occurs. These numbers
agree quite well with the saturation carrier concentration re-
ported for CdO (at the Eg

FS), which was ∼5 � 1020 cm�3.49

’DISCUSSION

Our h-DFT calculations have shown that the formation energy
of VO is much lower than that of the Cdi under all growth
conditions, indicating that previous studies which identified Cdi
as the dominant defect13,14 were misguided. The low formation
energy of VO explains the fact that CdO samples are often found
to be highly substoichiometric.10 Both VO and Cdi are found to
act as shallow donors in CdO, meaning that the behavior of VO
in CdO is very different from that reported for VO in other
wide band gap n-type TCOs, i.e., ZnO,56�59 SnO2,

60Ga2O3,
33 and

In2O3.
36,60 In these n-type TCOs, VO is found be stable only in

the 0 and +2 charge states, meaning it is a negative-U defect. In
CdO however, VO is stable only as +2 in the band gap and does
not display any negative-U character.

The origin of this can be understood by examining the structure
of the VO in the 0, +1, and +2 charge states. For the 0 (neutral)
charge state, the Cd ions neighboring the vacancy move outward
from the vacancy by 1.7%, with the nearest-neighbor oxygen
moving toward the vacancy by 1.1% relative to the bulk bond
lengths. For the +1 charge state, the Cd ions move a further 1.4%,
and the oxygenmoves toward the vacancy by a further 0.5%. This
trend is continued for the +2 charge state, with the Cd moving
away from the vacancy by a further 1.4% and the O moving
inward by another 0.5%. These small relaxations are in stark
contrast to the large relaxations experienced by, for example, VO
in ZnO,57,58,61 which has been shown to experience a 12%
relaxation of the four Zn ions neighboring a vacancy toward
the vacancy site. For the +1 and +2 charge, the Zn ions then relax
away from the vacancy by 2% and 23%, respectively, and it is the
large relaxations experienced by the 0 and +2 charge states which
stabilize these charge states relative to the +1 charge state,
making the VO a negative-U center in ZnO. As VO in CdO does
not experience any large lattice distortions, there is no driving
force for negative-U behavior.

At this point it is instructive to think about an oxygen vacancy
in Kroger�Vink notation, i.e., [VO

•• + 2e], which means that there
is a doubly positive vacancy on an oxygen site, plus two free
electrons. The doubly positive vacancy would be expected to
repel the neighboring positively charged cations; however, for
ZnO the cations move toward the vacancy,57,61 indicating that
there is significant negative charge in the vacancy site. This is
explained by the fact that electrons are trapped in the VO, in an
F-center-like fashion in ZnO, complete with polaronic distortion.58

For the VO
+2 in ZnO, the two electrons are now absent from the

vacancy, and the Zn ions are strongly repelled away from the
vacancy site. The reason that VO behaves differently in CdO can
also be rationalized by considering the nature of the electrons left
behind up on VO formation. Bader62 analysis of these two
electrons shows that only 0.46 of an electron is present in the
vacancy position, with the other 1.54 electrons delocalized over
the Cd and O ions neighboring the vacancy. This is noticeably
less localized than the electrons in the ZnO VO.

21,58 The origin of
the negative-U behavior in other wide band gap n-type TCOs,
therefore, is the trapping of the electrons in the vacancy position,
and this does not occur in the case of CdO. This type of
delocalization behavior in CdO is more in keeping with VO
being a shallow donor rather than a deep donor. Similarly, the
single particle levels (raw eigenvalues of the defects states) for the
VO lie in the bottom of the conduction band in CdO. This is
illustrated in Figure 6, which shows that the Fermi energy is re-
sonant in the conduction band upon VO formation, with no defect
states in the band gap, which is at variance with the deepVO single
particle levels in ZnO, SnO2, Ga2O3, and In2O3.

21,33,36,56�60 To the
best of our knowledge, this type of shallow donor behavior
of VO in wide band gap oxides has only been reported for one
other oxide, Tl2O3,

63 which possesses a small fundamental
band gap of ∼0.33 eV and a much larger optical band gap
of >2.3 eV.

We find that H-related impurities also have very low formation
energies in CdO under all growth conditions and will always act
as shallow donors. For O-poor/Cd-rich conditions, n-type con-
ductivity in the system will be controlled by the concentration of

Figure 6. Partial density of states for VO in the 64 atom CdO supercell.
The position of the Fermi level, EF, is indicated by the purple vertical
dashed line. The VBM is set to 0 eV. The denisty of states includes a
Gaussian smearing of 0.2 eV.
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VO, HO, and Hi
AB1, with HO slightly more favored at higher EF.

Under Cd-poor/O-rich conditions, Hi
AB1 is the dominant defect,

meaning that any H in the growth environment will cause
unintentional n-type conductivity under all growth conditions.
These findings are in good agreement with the recent experi-
ments of King et al. who found that both intrinsic defects and
H-related impurities act as shallow donors in CdO.20

According to the doping limit rules,41,48,64�67 the higher a
material’s VBM is on an absolute scale, the easier it is to dope the
material and make it p-type. This should also mean that native
p-type defects should have reasonably low formation energies
under Cd-poor/O-rich growth conditions relative to the native
n-type defects. Although CdO possesses a high VBM relative to
other oxide materials,39,40 it also possesses a low CBM relative to
other oxides, due to its low indirect band gap.39,40 Hosono and
co-workers have recently championed SnO as a possible bipolar
material, listing small indirect/forbidden band gaps coupled with
larger optical band gaps as the key factors in finding good
candidate bipolar semiconductors.68 By these standards, CdO
should represent a very strong candidate for bipolar activity. Our
calculations, however, indicate that even though the Oi

per has the
lowest neutral formation energy of the native acceptor defect in
CdO under Cd-poor/O-rich conditions the acceptor ionization
levels for this material are deep in the conduction band, indicat-
ing that it cannot act as an effective acceptor in CdO. For EF close
to the valence band maximum (which should be optimal for
p-type defects), Hi

AB1 and VO
+2 are both lower in energy and will

always compensate the native acceptors. Therefore, despite
possessing a high VBM, CdO can never show p-type conductivity
from intrinsic defects, and it is unlikely that extrinsic acceptors
could cause p-type conductivity due to the very low formation
energies of the n-type defects. Our calculations indicate that
although a high VBM relative to the vacuum is a good indicator of
p-type ability the ultimate behavior is determined by the defect
chemistry. In this respect, high level ab initio calculations can
prove invaluable.

Lastly, we addressed the doping limits of CdO, using the 0/�1
ionization levels of all the defects considered to approximate the
point where compensation by acceptors or electron trapping
occurs. Our calculations indicate that the point where compensa-
tion occurs, which can be likened to the Fermi stabilization energy,
Eg
FS (also known as the charge neutrality level or alternatively the

branch point energy69,70), is situated deep in the conduction
band, with calculated limits of 1.26�1.43 eV above the CBM
depending on the growth conditions. These approximate limits
agree quite well with recent experiments that list the Eg

FS for CdO
to be ∼1.15,52 ∼1.00,49 and ∼1.30 eV.53 The distance of the
Eg
FS above the CBM represents the Moss�Burstein shift pos-

sible in doped CdO, before compensation occurs, and our
limits agree well with the large optical band gaps seen experi-
mentally.11,54,55,71�76 Our study therefore demonstrates that
the large charge carrier concentrations and big optical band gaps of
CdOare allowed by the fact that n-type defects are not compensated
by p-type defects until deep in the conduction band.

This type of uncompensated n-type defect chemistry behavior
is also seen for other materials (e.g., InN77�83 and InAs84�86)
where very large carrier concentrations are sustainable. For In2O3,
the Eg

FS has been reported to be in the range 0.30�0.65 eV
above the CBM.87,88 If you take into account that the effective
mass for CdO is reported to be less than or comparable to that of
In2O3,

89 and use eq 1, then it is clear that CdO can sustain amuch
higher carrier concentration than In2O3. This is the vital factor in

doped CdO producing the highest conductivities of any TCO
reported previously.12 To move the field of TCOs forward,
alternatives to the expensive and rare In2O3 and the toxic CdO
must be found. This could be achieved by devising strategies to
raise the Eg

FS of the abundant TCOs such as SnO2 or ZnO (or
alternatively lower the CBM of these materials) while retaining
the same characteristic conduction band dispersion and main-
taining optical transparency. Whatever strategies may emerge,
the defect chemistry of CdO provides a glimpse of the ideal
defect chemistry of a candidate TCO and should serve as a guide
to the experimentalists and theoreticians alike in the search for
novel TCOs.

’CONCLUSION

We have revealed that VO is the dominant intrinsic defect in
CdO under all growth conditions, acting as a doubly ionized
shallow donor. Conductivity in nominally “undoped” CdO is
likely to be dominated by VO and H impurities under all growth
conditions. Despite the relatively high VBMof CdO, p-type CdO
will never be realized as the formation energy of the p-type
defects is too high in energy; their ionization levels are ultra deep;
and they are always compensated by n-type defects. We have
examined the doping limits of CdO and find that compensation
by p-type defects does not occur until >1.2 eV above the CBM,
explaining why the band gap of CdO can experience large
Moss�Burstein shifts which can extend the optical band gap
from ∼2.2 eV to a reported ∼3.4 eV.

’METHODS

All calculations were performed using the periodic DFT code VASP,90,91

in which a plane-wave basis set describes the valence electronic states.
The Perdew�Burke�Ernzerhof92 (PBE) gradient corrected functional
was used to treat the exchange and correlation. The projector-augmented
wave93,94 (PAW)methodwas used to describe the interactions between the
cores (Cd:[Kr] and O:[He]) and the valence electrons. In this way, the Cd
4d states are explicitly included in the valence. To counteract the self-
interaction error and the band gap errors inherant to standard DFT
functionals such as the PBE functional, higher levels of theorymust be used.

An often used approach to overcome these errors is to utilize hybrid
functionals, which include a certain percentage of exact Fock exchange
with the DFT exchange and correlation. Unfortunately, hybrid func-
tionals are computationally very demanding and have in some cases been
overlooked in favor of less computationally expensive methods, such as
the “+U” correction,95,96 or even a range of a posteriori corrections to
LDA/GGA calculations.97 Hybrid functionals often give better approx-
imations of band gaps in semiconductor systems and provide improved
structural data.98 In this study, we have used the screened hybrid density
functional developed by Heyd, Scuzeria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06),99,100

as implemented in the VASP code.101 Difficulties in evaluating the Fock
exchange in a real space formalism are caused by the slow decay of the
exchange interaction with distance. In the HSE06 hybrid functional
approach, this problem is addressed by separating the description of the
exchange interaction into long- and a short-range parts,99 with a percen-
tage (α = 25%) of exact nonlocal Fock exchange replacing the short-range
(SR) PBE functional. A screening ofω = 0.11 bohr�1 is applied to partition
the Coulomb potential into long-range (LR) and SR terms, which gives

EHSE06XC ðωÞ ¼ EHSE06, SRX þ EPBE, LRX þ EPBEC ð2Þ
where

EHSE06, SRX ¼ 1
4
EFock, SRX þ 3

4
EPBE, SRX ð3Þ
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Fock and PBE exchange are therefore only mixed in the SR part, with
the LR exchange interactions being represented by the corresponding
part of the range-separated PBE functional.99 HSE06 has been shown to
yield improved decriptions of structure, band gap, and defect properties
of a number of oxide semiconductors.102�116

Structural optimizations of bulk CdO were performed using PBE and
HSE06 at a series of volumes to calculate the equilibrium lattice parameters.
In each case, the atomic positions, lattice vector, and cell angle were
allowed to relax, while the total volume was held constant. The resulting
energy volume curves were fitted to the Murnaghan equation of state to
obtain the equilibrium bulk cell volume.117 This approach minimizes the
problems of Pulay stress and changes in basis set which can accompany
volume changes in plane-wave calculations. The Pulay stress affects the
stress tensor which is not used in obtaining the optimized lattice vectors,
and hence this approach is significantly more accurate than using the stress
tensor to perform constant pressure optimization. Convergence with
respect to k-point sampling and plane-wave energy cut off were checked,
and for both PBE and HSE06 a cutoff of 400 eV and a k-point sampling of
8 � 8 � 8 were found to be sufficient. Calculations were deemed to be
converged when the forces on all the atoms were less than 0.01 eV Å�1.
As PBE produces a very poor description of the bulk electronic

structure of CdO, we carried out all our defect calculations at the HSE06
level. A 2� 2� 2 simulation cell consisting of 64 atoms was used for our
defect calculations. The plane-wave cutoffwas set at 400 eV, and a 2� 2�
2 Monkhorst�Pack special k-point grid was used in all defect calcula-
tions. Structural optimizations were considered to be converged once
the forces on all species were less than 0.02 eV Å�1. All defect calcu-
lations were spin polarized. Density of states are shown with a Gaussian
smearing of 0.02 eV.
The formation energy of a defect determines its equilibrium con-

centration. For defect D in charge state q, the formation energy is
given by

ΔHf ðD, qÞ ¼ ðED, q � EHÞ þ ∑
i
niðEi þ μiÞ

þ qðEFermi þ εHVBMÞ þ Ealign½q� ð4Þ

where EH is the energy of the pure host supercell, and ED,q is the energy
of the defective cell. Ei corresponds to elemental reference energies, i.e.,
Cd(s), O2(g), and H2(g); μi is the chemical potential of the species in
question; and n is the number of atoms added to or taken from an
external reservoir.118 Electrons are exchanged with the Fermi level (EF),
which ranges from the VBM (EF = 0 eV) to the calculated CBM. εVBM

H is
the VBM eigenvalue of the host bulk, and Ealign[q] is a correction used to
align the VBMof the bulk and the defective supercells and also to correct
for finite-size effects in the calculations of charged defects, performed
using the freely available SXDEFECTALIGN code.119 These finite-size
effect corrections are necessary as the charge introduced into a cell can
cause a spurious interaction with its periodic image, which can affect the
energetics.119 An additional correction was made to account for band-
filling effects120,121 and is especially necessary in the case of materials like
CdO where defect states occupy strongly dispersive bands.
The chemical potentials, μi, reflect the specific equilibrium growth

conditions, within the global constraint of the calculated enthalpy of the
host, in this case CdO: μCd + μO =ΔHf

CdO =�2.15 eV. The lower limit
for μO, which characterizes a Cd-rich/O-poor environment, is deter-
mined by the formation of metallic Cd:ΔμCd = 0 eV;ΔμO =�2.15 eV.
The upper limit for μO (Cd-poor/O-rich conditions) is governed by O2

formation: ΔμCd = �2.15 eV; ΔμO = 0 eV. We have also considered
CdO2 formation, but it was found to not be a chemical potential limit.
Under both sets of conditions, the solubilities of H-related species are
limited by the formation of H2O, i.e., μO + 2μH e ΔHf

H2O =�2.67 eV.
The thermodynamic transition levels (ionization levels) of a given
defect, εD(q/q0), correspond to the Fermi-level positions at which a

given defect changes from charge state q to q0

εDðq=q0Þ ¼ ΔHf ðD, qÞ �ΔHf ðD, q0Þ
q0 � q

ð5Þ
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